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Abstract
The IETF 6TiSCH standard combines the high reliability

of Time Synchronized Channel Hopping and the ease-of-use
of IPv6, for demanding industrial applications. Scheduling
Function Zero (SF0) is a distributed scheduling function in
charge of calculating the bandwidth needed by each of the
nodes in a 6TiSCH network. A relocation policy detects and
relocates cells which suffer from a schedule collision, to en-
sure the link reliability. This demo consists of OpenMote de-
vices running the OpenWSN implementation, including the
6TiSCH minimal configuration, the 6top Protocol, and SF0.
Visualization tools allow an attendee to see the relocation
happening.

1 The 6TiSCH Standards
6TiSCH [2, 5] is an IETF working group standardizing

the convergence of IPv6 and low-power industrial wireless
communications rooted in the IEEE802.15.4-2015 TSCH
standard [3]. 6TiSCH runs on top of IEEE802.15.4-2015
TSCH and exploits the industrial performance provided by
Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) at the link layer. On
top of TSCH, 6TiSCH uses the IoT upper stack designed at
the IETF for constrained devices [4]. This combination of
industrial performance and Internet-readiness enables nodes
to acquire an IPv6 address (6LoWPAN), form a multi-hop
topology (RPL) and have web interactions (CoAP).

TSCH defines how to transmit a link-layer frame to a
neighbor, and get an acknowledgment, on a timeslot and
on a frequency. The [timeslot, frequency offset] tuple is
called a “cell”. A collection of cells is organized in a slot-
frame that repeats over time. A scheduler allocates cells
to pairs of neighbor nodes wanting to communicate. The
IEEE802.15.4-2015 TSCH standard does not indicate how

Figure 1. 6TiSCH SF0 demo setup. The green mote acts
as a traffic generator. The arrow indicates the next hop
on routing path. The red arrow indicates two links prone
to collision. The cells are allocated with SF0.

to create and manage this schedule.
The IETF 6TiSCH Working Group standardizes the

6top Protocol (6P) [7] and the Scheduling Function Zero
(SF0) [1]. 6P allows neighbor nodes to add/remove cells
between them; SF0 is an algorithm running on each mote
which decides how many cells is needs to each of its neigh-
bors. 6P and SF0 form a distributed schedule management
solution for TSCH networks.

1.1 The 6top Protocol (6P)
6P defines the message formats and states machine to sup-

port different policies for distributed scheduling.
When node A needs to add one or more cells to communi-

cate with its neighbor B, A determines a list of candidate cells
according to its local information and forms a 6P Request
command which it sends to B. After receiving it, B checks
the availability of those cells in its own schedule. B selects
a subset of the candidate list received from A, and forms a
6P Response command which it sends back to A. Once A re-
ceives it, both A and B add these cells to their local schedule.

6P defines a CellOptions field in the command so the type
of cell can be selected. For example, A can schedule a trans-
mission slot (Tx) to B; B then adds a Reception slot (Rx)
from A. 6P provides other management commands such as
STATUS, LIST and RELOCATE [8].

1.2 Scheduling Function Zero (SF0)
SF0 is the algorithm which decides when to add/remove

cells to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of each node.
SF0 defines a parameter called SF0THRESH to control the
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over-provisioning of cells during the operation. SF0 imposes
three rules for adding or deleting a cell:

• if requiredCells < scheduledCells-SF0THRESH, delete
one or more cells,

• if scheduledCells-SF0THRESH≤requiredCells and
requiredCells≤scheduledCells, do nothing,

• if scheduledCells≤requiredCells, add one or more cells.
SF0 selects cells randomly from the local schedule of the

node. Without global knowledge, pairs of neighbor nodes
may choose the same cell, resulting in collisions. SF0 de-
fines a relocation policy which detects such schedule colli-
sions, and a relocation policy which “moves” collided cells
elsewhere in the schedule.

2 Description of the Demo
We implement the protocols described in Section in

OpenWSN. OpenWSN [9] is a standard-based open source
protocol implementation of the IETF 6TiSCH stack and the
IEEE802.15.4-2015 TSCH standard. It is the reference im-
plementation of 6TiSCH protocol stack, and includes the 6P
and SF0 protocols. The OpenWSN source code is separated
into two parts. The firmware runs on constrained devices
such as the OpenMote, and implements 6TiSCH. The soft-
ware (the “OpenVisualizer”) runs on the Raspberry Pi-like
computer sitting at the egde of the mesh network. It mon-
itors the network status and provides bridging capabilities
from the 6TiSCH mesh network to the Internet. In the pro-
posed demo, we use the OpenVisualizer to show attendees
the network status, for example, the number of cell reserved
through SF0.

The implementation runs on OpenMote devices. Open-
Mote [6] is an open-source hardware designed at UC Berke-
ley and commercialized by OpenMote Technologies1. It fea-
tures the CC2538, a single-chip solution for low power wire-
less networks. The OpenMote is powered by the OpenUSB
with a pair of AA batteries; the OpenUSB also allows a com-
puter to reprogram the OpenMote.

The proposed demo consists of 10-20 OpenMotes de-
ployed across the demo floor. All motes run the 6TiSCH
protocol with 6P and SF0 implemented. The resulting wire-
less network is organized as a low-power multihop mesh net-
work, the topology of which one can see on the OpenVisu-
alizer. One of the motes (the green mote in Fig. 1) acts as
a data generator. All other motes forward its packet until it
reaches the DAGroot. By changing the rate at which data is
generated, one can see SF0 calculating different bandwidth
requirements, and cells being added/removed.

The demo demonstrates two important aspects. First,
when changing traffic, the bandwidth used by the motes
changes: all motes along the multi-hop path between source
and destination add/remove cells, per the SF0 bandwidth es-
timation algorithm. Second, as shown in Fig. 1, there can
be a schedule collision. In this case, SF0’s relocation pol-
icy kicks in to relocate the cell to a different location in the
TSCH schedule. Both behavior can be followed “live” on the
OpenVisualizer.

1 www.openmote.com

3 Conclusions
6TiSCH provides a protocol stack for industrial IoT ap-

plications. 6P and SF0 – part of 6TiSCH – calculate and
allocate the networking resources needed by the motes. This
demo consists of several OpenMote devices running Open-
WSN, demonstrating 6P and SF0. By changing the traffic
on one node, the nodes in the network dynamically change
the number of cells they have scheduled to their neighbor.
This is handled in a distributed transparent way by the 6P
protocol and the SF0 scheduling policy. When a schedule
collision happens, SF0 relocates the cells involved. All these
operations can be seen “live” on the visualization tools of
OpenWSN.
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